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Thieme Medical Publishers Inc, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 277 x 216
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. RadCases contains cases selected to simulate everything
that you ll see on your rounds, rotations, and exams. RadCases also helps you identify the correct
differential diagnosis for each case - including the most critical. Visit for free sample cases and to
experience this dynamic learning tool for yourself! RadCases covers: Cardiac Imaging,
Interventional Radiology, Musculoskeletal Radiology, Neuro Imaging, Thoracic Imaging, Pediatric
Imaging, Gastrointestinal Imaging, Breast Imaging, Nuclear Medicine, Ultrasound Imaging, Head
and Neck Imaging, Genitourinary Imaging Each RadCases title features 100 carefully selected, must-
know cases documented with clear, high-quality radiographs. The organization provides maximum
ease of use for self-assessment. Each case begins with the clinical presentation on the right-hand
page; simply turn the page for imaging findings, differential diagnoses, the definitive diagnosis,
essential facts, and more. Each RadCases title includes a scratch-off code that allows 12 months of
access to a searchable online database of all 100 cases from the book plus an additional 150 cases
in that book s specialty - 250 cases in total! Learn your cases, diagnose with confidence and pass
your exams. RadCases. Interventional Radiology...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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